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Abstract: The data to cluster does not pass all the input values on filtering data and hence missing values are
identified. The problem of identifying missing values in yeast gene dataset is resolved using hierarchical
clustering for the whole yeast gene data. The proposed calculation and analysis on identifying missing values
are figured out using the two sets namely small and large yeast gene expression dataset. Both the small and
large yeast gene expression dataset samples are processed and compared for clustering methods: single linkage,
complete linkage, average linkage and centeroid linkage. The performance metrics correlation and distance are
determined for these four methods to prove the best clustering range.
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INTRODUCTION methods  [2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  7  and  11].  The  first  31  row set

The behaviour of Loading, Filtering and Adjusting loaded file contributes 31 rows and 79 columns in the
Data in clustering operation is illustrated with conditions. dataset.  Firstly,  the filter data operations to filter genes
The four clustering methods namely centroid linkage, are  scheduled  with  enable  or  disable  options as in
single linkage, complete linkage and average linkage Table 2. 
measures the performance of seven metrics such as
Correlation (uncentered), Correlation (centered), Absolute Dataset of 31 Rows and 79 Columns: he limitations in
correlation (uncentered), Absolute correlation (centered), Table 2 are the default values set to cluster genes
Spearman Rank correlation, Kendall’s tau, Euclidean containing yeast expression [11]. Secondly, while setting
distance and City block distance. the option and values to filter data, missing values are

Loading, Filtering and Adjusting Data: An example enabling/disabling operations with respect to gene
reading taken for loading, filtering and adjusting data for availability.
yeast open reading (YORF) is shown in Table 1. In this
cluster input table, row represents genes and column Filter Data: n order to filter data, the default value is set
represents samples or observations. It indicates a minimal in order to read the result. Initially the filter operation is
cluster input file resembles as in [1]. not performed and it is not accepted. Hence they are set

The row with YORF=YAL005C at 2hour in Table 1 to NIL as in Equation 1 and Equation 2.
contains a missing value. In order to identify the missing
value, “Present % >= X” is enabled. Apply filter = NIL (1)

Load Data: Similar data file as in Table 1 is the data file of
Eisen is loaded. The data file consists of yeast gene Later on the the Options and the values are set in
expression which is trained with different analytical order to filter genes as given in Table 3.

of  values are  considered  for   evaluation   and  the

accordingly identified and filtered based on

Accept filter = NIL (2)
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Table 1: YORF-Yeast open reading frame
S.No YORF Omin 30min 1hour 2hour 4hour
1. YAL001w 1 1.3 2.4 5.8 2.4
2. YAL002w 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.2
3. YAL003W 0.8 2.1 4.2 10.1 10.1
4. YAL005C 1.1 1.3 0.8 0.4
5. YAL010C 1.2 1 1.1 4.5 8.3

Table 2: Limitation of filter data operation for filter genes
S.No Limitation Status
1. Present % >= 80 Enabled
2. SD(Gene vector)2.0 Disabled
3. At least 1 observation with abs(Val)>=2.0 Disabled
4. Maxval-minval>=2.0 Disabled
5. Apply filter 21 passed out of 31
6. Accept Filter Enabled

Table 3: Option and default value for filter data operation to filter genes -
Dataset of 31 rows and 79 columns

S.No Option Entry Value
1. Disabled % present>= 80
2. Disabled SD (Gene vector) 2.0
3. Disabled At Least 1
4. N/A Observation with abs (val)>= 2.0
5. Disabled Maxvalue-Minvalue>= 2.0

Table 4: Option to enable identifying values > 100-80
S.No Option Entry Value
1. Enabled % present>= 80

There are six conditions to be followed while filtering
data. They are illustrated as follows:

Condition 1: After applying filter operation for the given
dataset with specified options in Table 3, then the value
of whole 31 rows passes out of 31 rows without any
missing values. It is found that there are no missing
values. This is done by identifying values as given in
Table 4.

Condition 2: If the filter gene %present >=80 then result
is same with no missing data. The filter operation is not
further necessary.

Condition   3:    If    the     Standard     deviation,    SD
(gene vector) is enabled, 0 values have passed out of 31
rows. Next all the observed values less than 2.0 (SD) are
removed.

Condition 4: Filter gene for at least 1 observation with
absolute value, abs(Val) greater than 20, 

abs(Val)>20 (3)

Then 3 rows pass out of 31 rows for the condition in
Equation 3.

Condition 5: If the filtered gene for minimum value is
subtracted from maximum value, then

max val - min val > = 2.0 (4)

Equation 4 shows that, with applied filter the result is
3 rows have passed out of 31. 

Condition 6: When filtered gene is for maximum value,
then

maxval>=20 (5)

Equation 5 on applying filter has 21 rows passed out
of 31 rows. The filter is accepted for condition 3, 4, 5 and
6 in order to accept filtered rows.

Adjust Data-Units Mean: The data is adjusted interms of
log transform data, center gene-mean, center arrays-mean,
normalizing gene and normalizing arrays since the center
gene and center array order of operation has its median
for valuation to adjust data.

Proposed Study on Clustering for Small Sample Set
Hierarchical (Gene) Clustering: The hierarchically
connected genes and arrays are clustered and its
corresponding weights are calculated [8, 9]. Then the
given weight options of cutoff 0.1 and exponent 1 are
default values set to calculate weights. While setting the
default values, the similarity metric measures shows the
correlation is uncentered for calculated weights. Next the
centroid linkage method is used to cluster and generate
the clustered resultant. The existence of the metric
correlation (uncentered) clustering method is discovered,
rely on centroid linkage clustering. First gene tree file
(.gtr) is generated gene tree with node and gene values
with its exponent, then second Atari array tree (.atr) disk
image (a copy of 8 bit formatted disk) file is generated with
node  and  its  array  values with same exponent 1 and
third corel draw text editor image template (.cdt) is
generated with the E weight (exponent weight) of G
weight (Gene Weight). The similar performance for the
centroid linkage method in hierarchical clustering is
followed for single linkage method, complete linkage
method and average linkage method. The centroid linkage
method involves 2 node and gene values for generated
gene tree in sample 1.
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Sample 1 technique, the same Eisen dataset is tested in Self

The interference for the single linkage method shows calculating it with genes and Arrays by initially organizing
generated values in sample 2. genes and arrays respectively similar to k-means

Sample 2 genes by default is 1, 00, 000 and arrays have 20 000

The rest of the files are same for centroid linkage and calculation. Both genes and arrays of SOM have the same
single linkage method. The complete linkage method for value. The similarity metric here is the Euclidean distance
clustering differs in value links from others. It generates common for both. Three files generated of which GNF file
sample 3 gene tree file. show the gene vectors and ANF file show the array

Sample 3 So the clustering technique of principle component

For average linkage, gene tree file in sample 4 is the mean.
generated showing one different value for node 2 similar PCA execution results in generating the principle
to other methods of clustering. component of array and gene. The gene and array

Sample 4 as hierarchical, k-mean, self organized mapping and PCA

After performing cluster operation for the generated to median the result on filter data is as shown below. Data
values using average linkage method, k-means clustering must be filtered before adjusting process. 
is chosen for evaluation. The similar dataset of Eisen
which is fed for hierarachical clustering is used in k-means Filter Data: Filtering data with mean is similar to filtering
clustering. data with median.

K-Means (Gene) Clustering Technique: The genes and Adjusting Data with Median for Atleast 1 Observation
arrays for k-mean clustering organize genes and arrays with Abs(val)>=2.0: The difference discovered in filtering
respectively.  Both  have  10  numbers  of  cluster k and data with mean and median shows that when adjusting
100 numbers of runs each. The two methods that can be mean first and then filtering shows 0 passed out of 31.
performed  are: k-means and k-medians. On execution of Adjusting median first and then filtering also shows 0
k-means with given similarity metric, Euclidean distance passed out of 31. Initial step to filter gene atleast 1
for both gene and array; it is found that clusters are observation with abs(val)>=2.0 on applying filter gives 3
available more in number than the genes. Entire dataset is passed out of 31. The filter is accepted to perform
passed without any gene filter irrespective of number of clustering. Adjusting the data for the center gene and
observations or absolute value specification. The data is center array to mean and median respectively and vice
adjusted and it is independent of hierarchical technique. versa filter 0 passed out of 31.
After execution the cluster k generate cluster gene file Adjusting data with median is similar to adjusting
(.kgg) where gene groups 10 clusters k [10, 11 and 12]. data  with  mean in log transform data and normalizing

The data in open reading frame (ORF) is a .kgg file gene or arrays for center genes and center arrays
and .kag file. It groups the gene into 10 groups. Cluster, k respectively. The difference lines in selecting the median
for 10 gene and 10 arrays lists the gene weight and instead of mean on center gene or center arrays
experiment weight. respectively.

Self-Organized Mapping and Principle Component
Analysis: After execution of k-means clustering

organized mapping (S0M). The SOM made reaches in

clustering. The X dimension and Y dimension for the
genes and arrays are set 3. The number of iterations for

respectively. The initial tau is set to 0.02 by default for

vectors. The gene/array file together shows the gene
weight and experiment weight of the vectors. The means
values  are  not  presented  in  self  o rganized maps [13].

analysis (PCA) is applied for Genes &Arrays to calculate

coordinate in two ways. The array co-ordinate is showing
Eigen value of experiment weight and gene co-ordinate
showing gene weight. All the clustering technique such

have adjusted the data to the mean. When adjusting data
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Table 5: The tabulated results for all methods

Proposed Study on Clustering for Hierarchical (Gene) Hierarchical-H
Clustering Technique - Large Sample Set: The similarity Gene-G
metric type’s performances are measured. The various Clustering-C
similarity metrics used in gene clustering are: Correlation Gene Array-GA
(uncentered), Correlation (centered), Absolute correlation Correlation (uncentered)-CU
(uncentered), Absolute correlation (centered), Spearman Correlation (centered)-CC
Rank correlation, Kendall’s tau, Euclidean distance and Absolute correlation (uncentered)-ACU
City block distance. Absolute correlation (centered)-ACC

Table 5 gives a comparison idea on the measure of Spearman Rank correlation-SRC
gene and array values during clustering. Also it helps in
identifying the missing values of yeast gene.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Euclidean distance-ED

Clustering gene and array with hierarchical technique Centroid Linkage-CEL
sorts with similarity metric correlation (uncentered) for Single Linkage-SL
centroid linkage clustering method. It results in sorting Complete Linkage-COL
from 0.642641 to 0.167570 (node/gene). Average Linkage-AL

The codes for the methods are represented as Cluster-C
follows: Cluster Weights-CW

Kendall’s tau-KT

City block distance-CBD
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Fig. 1: Gene tree view 31rows 79columns

Table 6. 31rows and 2467 rows (79 columns) – cluster range
Cluster method Range 31 rows node/gene 31rows node/array 2467 rows node/gene 2467 rows node/array

SR 0.642641 0.9008 0.988387 0.929455
CEL ER 0.16757 0.6689 0.354391 0.075474
SL ER 0.336574 0.7226 0.414903 0.288938
CL ER -0.34663 -0.805 -0.88317 -0.48916
AL ER 0.100977 -0.111 -0.28906 0.0223

Table 8: 31rows and 2467 rows (79 columns) – execution time
Time (sec)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cluster method 31 rows node/gene 31rows node/array 2467 rows node/gene 2467 rows node/array
Correlation (uncentered) 38 35 31 34
Correlation (centered) 32 34 30 33
Absolute correlation (uncentered) 30 28 29 27
Absolute correlation (centered) 26 28 28 26
Spearman Rank correlation 22 25 28 24
Kendall’s tau 21 23 22 22
Euclidean distance 10 2 4 6
City block distance 7 4 5 2

For single linkage the corresponding node/gene, node/gene and node/array respectively. The time taken
node/array and the inference weights are presented in the for the process of performing ACC, SRC and KT
tabulation (H_G_C_CU_SL). clustering increases gradually using gene cluster tool.

For complete linkage and average linkage, The ACU, ACC, ED and CBD gene/array values involve
H_G_C_CU_COL and H_G_C_CU_AL, the same cluster existing positive values. When weight has
evaluation  is  done  as  in  centroid  and  single linkage. cutoff=0.1 and exponent=1 for gene and arrays, few
All these method are tested for all the other similarity similarities and variations are noted. In case of CU on
metrics  and  the  performance  is  updated  in   Table  1. comparing two values C and CW, the starting value range
For correlation centered, the corresponding procedure for the cluster is nearer to cluster weights (CEL) ie some
code H_GA_C_CC_CEL, H_GA_C_CC_SL, value resemble same.
H_GA_C_CC_COL and H_GA_C_CC_AL. The range of In case of execution time ED and CBD method takes
node/gene for H_GA_C_CU_CEL and very less duration to process the data as given in Table 8.
H_GA_C_ACU_CEL are the same. The initial value of
node/array range for H_GA_C_CU and H_GA_C_ACU CONCLUSION
are same in all four methods (centroid, single, complete
and average). Similar to CU, the SR for CC, ACU, ACC, SRC and KT

The previous discussions involve the observations are same. The ER differs for CC, ACU, ACC, SRC and KT.
for 31rows 79columns. On increasing the size to 2467 rows In case of ED and CBD, the SR for cluster methods is
79 columns as given in Table 6, clustering performance is different and ER is same. The time taken for KT alone
maintained with effective clustering ways such as takes more time to generate the output. The gene tree
eucledian  and  city block distance approach and hence view for 31rows 79columns with x and y pixels, mask<0
the performance comparision is done with large dataset and corr select cutoff=0.8 are shown in Figure 1. The
[14, 15, 16 and 17]. The results obtained are tabulated for colour   indications    are   green-negative,   black-zero,
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red-positive and gray missing. The gene tree view for 7. Choudhury, N., 2012. “A modified QT-clustering
2467rows and 79columns have reduced missing values. algorithm over Gene Expression data”, 2012 1st
Hence the data mining methods are studied and compared International Conference on Recent Advances in
for measuring clustering performance for various Information Technology (RAIT), pp: 542-547, 15-17
methods. March 2012. 

The future progress can be tested with same small 8. Ward, J.H., 1963. Hierarchical grouping to optimize an
and large sample yeast gene data for self organized objective function. Journal of the American Statistical
mapping and principle component analysis. It uses the Association, 58: 236-244.
similar process that has been used in hierarchical and k 9. Murtagh, F., 1984. A survey of recent advances in
means clustering. Also the performance time can be hierarchical clustering algorithms which use cluster
reduced. centers. Comput. J., 26: 354-359.
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